Consero Reunites Orphaned Children With Their Families - 2019 Miracle Foundation Campaign

Having raised more than $100,000 over the past 5 years, Consero has created miracles for children living in poverty.

AUSTIN, Texas (PRWEB) May 27, 2019 -- With Mother’s Day not far in the rear-view mirror, the Miracle Foundation, an Austin-based charity that empowers orphans in the developing world to realize their full potential, is pleased to announce that 11 orphans in India will be reunited with their families as a result of a generous contribution from the employees of Consero Global. Austin-based Consero, a leader in Finance as a Service, raised 109 percent of its annual charitable campaign goal, providing a donation of $21,863.

“The Miracle Foundation impressed us with its transparency,” said Consero CEO Scott Tynes. “Miracle Foundation systematically monitors and measures a child’s well-being from safety, water and nutrition, to guidance, dignity and spiritual development.”

“In addition to assuring that orphaned children are thriving, the Miracle Foundation finds their families whenever possible,” added Consero President, Bill Klein. “They also work with the communities so that families living in poverty and single mothers have access to the resources that enable them to keep their children.”

“It is through the substantial generosity of corporate citizens like Consero that the Miracle Foundation is able to strive towards its goal of providing a safe, loving family for every child,” said Caroline Boudreaux, Founder of Miracle Foundation. “We are especially thankful that Consero has a long-term commitment, having raised more than $100,000 over the last five years to create a healthier, more stable environment for the world’s orphaned and vulnerable children.”

About Miracle Foundation:
Miracle Foundation is an Austin, TX-based 501(c)(3) non-profit organization that transforms the lives of orphaned and vulnerable children and empowers them to reach their full potential. Launched on Mother’s Day in 2000, the Miracle Foundation partners with existing orphanages to implement its proven and systematic method that turns struggling, institutional orphanages into stable, loving, nurturing homes where children can thrive and truly change the story of their lives. The organization also works with families, communities and local government to ensure that children are placed back into a safe, loving and permanent family, wherever possible. Visit us at miraclefoundation.org to see how you can get involved.

About Consero Global:
Founded in 2006 by Scott Tynes, Bill Klein and Kiran Jagannath, Consero disrupts the way businesses build and maintain their finance & accounting function. Through a cloud-based platform, Consero delivers the financial clarity and efficiency needed to drive a business forward. Strategic CFOs are adopting Consero's cutting-edge, Finance as a Service model to free up time and understand how the business is performing. Serving more than 250 clients, Consero provides the control and insight needed to steer businesses toward success. Contact Consero for more information about gaining greater control of your financial operations.
http://www.conseroglobal.com
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